
Envoi

Perhaps comparison is, as Karl Kraus said of psychoanalysis, “the men-

tal illness that it claims to cure.”1 But there is no going back. What

is wrong with a misconceived or misleading comparison that a bet-

ter comparison cannot put right? By “better” I mean: wider, more pre-

cisely formulated, attentive to more confounding factors or selection

biases, able to withstand translation into more other languages, times

or fields of reference. Among the preconditions of better comparison

are such common‐sense social goods as availability of information (in

the case of literary comparison, this will require learning the necessary

languages), unfettered debate, an assortment of rival definitions for key

terms, and skilled interlocutors. I have collected the above instances of

comparison in a comparative spirit, looking for examples of instructive

failure or insight. Condemned to compare, living amid a polarized state

of discourse that responds to every piece of news with an ideologically

oppositely‐charged piece of news, we can and must learn from such ex-

periences as these how to design our experiments in comparison so as

to cut Incomparables down to size, keep our categories reflexive, know

which universe of comparison we are in moment by moment, antici-

pate discrepant audiences, be alert to collisions between example and

framework, and set comparison’s implicit appeals to justice within the

widest available bounds.

To do our comparingmorewisely, less destructively, less invidiously,

is a worthwhile aim.The skill that comparison gives us “not only to own,

1 “Psychoanalyse ist jene Geisteskrankheit, für deren Therapie sie sich hält.” Karl

Kraus, Nachts (Leipzig: Kurt Wolff, 1918), p. 72.
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but to feel the power of prejudices” is an epistemology and an ethics,

and is never done with. But best practices and regulative ideas speak

only to those who have already accepted the principle of guidance. The

main usefulness of these recommendations then may be to offer means

of challengingmyopic or coercive comparisons, a challenge that, I think

the examples have shown, is ever more necessary.

So: are we comparing yet?


